
30-DAY NONUT GAME PLAN
Every man–I mean every man–should beat a 30-day “nonut” challenge at least once! Whatever your
reason for accepting the challenge, it’s almost a matter of masculine pride. Semen retention challenges
are not for the faint of heart though. They will test you mentally and physically and may even expose your
deepest fears and weaknesses. Along the way, however, you’ll also gain a ton of confidence, boost your
energy and creativity, balance your hormones, and learn more about yourself. This guidebook was
designed specifically for those looking to quit for just 30-days, but the tools are the same.

One of the problems you may encounter along the way is a premature slip or relapse. Pornography and
masturbation can be serious addictions that take time and effort to quit. For some guys, these slips mean
“failure”, but just like riding a bike, it’s normal to fall the first, second, or even third time. Don’t sweat it.
Just keep the end goal in sight and stay in the fight! If you find you’re not able to complete the full 30-days
using this resource alone, that’s a good indication that it’s more of an addiction. Symptoms of addiction
include brain fog, unmanageable urges, hormonal imbalance/spikes, reduced creativity and focus, and
frustration or anxiousness. If you’re struggling to complete the 30-days and need accountability or
support, be sure to reach back out to Fight The Beast to join one of our addiction recovery programs, get
free resources, or sign-up for coaching.

So get pumped and get prepared with this 30-Day NoNut Game Plan. It’s going to be awesome! Good
luck.

THE BASICS

01. Withdrawals: What You’ll Go Through
Before getting started, there are a few important principles and disclaimers to go over. The first is that you
need to fully accept the inconvenience and discomfort of the withdrawals you’ll go through. In the coming
weeks, you will likely feel more tense, frustrated, short tempered, tired, distracted, and anxious while
battling urges. Physical discomfort such as increased sensitivity and intense pressure is also normal.
Although it’s best to try to relieve your symptoms in healthy ways, there is always a bit of “suffering” you
have to go through too. By accepting this beforehand, however, you’ll be more mentally prepared and
better manage your expectations.
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I like to look at it like breaking a wild horse. You’ve probably seen this in a movie. The horse always bucks
heavily in the beginning, but after a while, it tires and the rider is able to control it. It’s the same with
urges. Urges are always way worse in the beginning, but they usually start going down around 1-2 weeks.
That means, if you stick it out, things will get better! On the other hand, if you continue to relapse in the
1-2 week range, you’ll continue experiencing the worst symptoms. You just have to be ready to prioritize
your end goal OVER your temporary comfort.

Before beginning, ask yourself the following:
● Am I prepared and willing to go through intense physical withdrawals for the freedom of recovery?
● How much time (in hours/days/weeks/months) am I willing to suffer or push through before I give

in?

02. Hormone Cycles
Oh yes! Men have “a cycle” too and understanding your testosterone cycle is critical for your success.
That’s because most PMO relapses (porn, masturbation, or orgasm) occur on or just before a cycle peak
day. From my observation as a coach and in speaking with hundreds of men on this issue, the most
frequent days for relapse are weekends (for all addictions) and cycle days 4, 6 & 7.  If you understand
your body’s cycle, however, you’ll be able to plan accordingly and make better decisions.

There are two main testosterone cycles to be aware of. The first is the 7-day cycle. At about seven days
post ejaculation, a man’s testosterone peaks creating symptoms of horniness, frustration, or feeling more
on edge. On days 5 and 6, leading up to it, one can expect increased urges and sexual thoughts. The
second cycle is a 20-22 day cycle similar to a woman’s menstrual cycle. Both the 7-day and 21-day
cycles have similar symptoms with an increase in testosterone. Be sure to use the calendar at the end of
this guide to mark & plan your potential peak days!

03. Self-Control is Not the Issue
All too often, I hear people say: “I just can’t do this anymore” or “I couldn’t keep going.” I’m here to tell you
that’s simply not true because addiction is not an issue of self-control or discipline. Let me explain. Think
about this for a moment: What if you or a loved one were taken hostage at gunpoint and the captors said
“if you PMO we’ll shoot”? What would you do? Would you give in? Or would you have the self-control to
resist? I’m pretty positive that at gunpoint you’d be able to resist which says to me you do have the
self-control and power. What you lack, however, is a solid reason. Find a reason and you’ll have the
motivation to change.

04. Anyone Can Do This, Or More Precisely, Anyone Can NOT.
More often than not, relapse occurs in “changing your mind” and that is the problem you have to work
through. While urges may become unbearable and even feel compulsive at times, there are always other
options. While pornography and masturbation alter the brain in a very real way, you still have the ability
to choose and its up to you to own it!
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Unlike climbing a mountain or training for a marathon, when it comes to PMO, the choice you are making
does not require grueling action or effort. It simply requires that you get out of your head and not give in to
urges. Although I strongly advise avoiding triggers and working through the urges in a healthy way, doing
absolutely nothing is also an option. Anyone can not PMO. In fact, it actually takes more effort to seek it
out and do it, than it does to not. So in this case, doing nothing is the path to freedom. The bottom line is:
completing this challenge is yours to choose. It does not require any special skills or effort except the
desire to quit and a willingness to push through. That may be easier said than done, but you do have the
power to succeed. Everyone does.

05. Weak Brain
The complicated and frustrating cycle of relapse can be described as a tug-of-war between two different
parts of your brain: your Sober Brain and your Weak Brain. Your Sober Brain wants to quit while your
Weak Brain craves the addiction. While in a sober mindset, you are motivated and disciplined. This is
where you tend to operate the majority of the time. Then, almost suddenly it seems, the triggers,
hormones, stress, and urges build up and you start questioning your goals. Next thing you know, you’ve
done something you regret. The problem here is that your weak-brain isn’t fully convinced on quitting and
so it makes poor decisions contrary to your higher goals. In order to quit, even your weakest self has to
be on board.

There are many things you can do to strengthen your Weak Brain and keep yourself from going there.
The most important thing, however, is to be able to identify when you’re in a compromised state of mind.
Think of it like driving while under the influence. Because of the high risks and consequences of a DUI,
most adults recognize when they are too drunk to drive and leave the keys alone. Likewise, the decision
to watch pornography or masturbate is a serious decision with very real consequences. Because of this,
relapse is a decision that should only be made in a sober mindset and not simply because you’re
experiencing urges. Instead, you have to restrict your decision making to times when you are mentally
capable of good decision making.

06. The Biggest Mistake You Can Make
The biggest mistake you can make is identifying with your urges and thoughts. For example, saying
things like: I want, I’m horny, I need, etc.. Let me explain.

Thoughts and urges come as a result of chemicals which can be triggered by anything from the weather
to a fragrance, or even the microbiology of your gut. The reality is: you are not your thoughts or your
urges. If you were, you could control them. Right? And think about this: for the vast majority of the time
you are completely committed to quitting. You make plans and fight urges throughout the day. The
difference between fighting them and giving in, though, is often a matter of whether or not you identify
with them. The moment your thoughts shift from “the urges I’m experiencing” to “I” or “my” you lose power
over them or, in other words, you give them control. Instead, it’s critical you see your urges and thoughts
as an experience. Allow them to exist in your body as necessary, but don’t claim them or identify with
them. Simply learn to coexist with the urges while keeping your deeper goals at the wheel.

07. Your Greatest Tool & Worst Enemy: Visualization
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Visualization is one of the most powerful tools used by successful entrepreneurs, athletes, and others to
achieve their goals and it can be a valuable tool for you as well. In one research study, participants were
asked to play a sequence of piano notes for five days in a row. One group practiced on a real piano while
the other only visualized playing the notes. The amazing thing is that the brain activity and changes
recorded over the five day period were virtually the same for both groups, indicating that visualization is a
real experience with real outcomes.

To use this tool yourself, try visualizing achieving success and each of the steps to get there. Start by
imagining yourself completing this challenge. How will victory feel? How will you be different at the end?
Next, practice good habits like closing inappropriate content on your devices or choosing distractions and
rewards in place of PMO. Thinking through what you’ll do before the situation arises will help you succeed
when the stakes and temptations are high!

Visualization can also be your worst enemy though. Whenever you allow your mind to wander or
fantasize, those thoughts also create real changes (think arousal, semen production, etc.) which will result
in higher frustration and possibly relapse. In order to avoid making things harder on yourself, choose to let
go of fantasies and arousing thoughts. Choose to focus more on your success than your temptations, and
spend your time visualizing what you want most versus what you are trying to avoid!

PLANNING

08. Are You Ready to Quit?
Being on the fence or only partially committed will only lead to failure, frustration, and guilt. In the long
run, it is better to wait and fully prepare. Because of this, I recommend that you do not actually proceed
until you can honestly check all 4 boxes below:

I feel confident this is something I want to do.
I want to do it for myself and I have specific reasons.
I feel mentally prepared for the withdrawals/ urges that will come.
I feel ready to make the necessary sacrifices and take this step.

09. Make the Decision to Quit
It’s simple yet powerful, but in order to quit, you have to actually decide to! Addiction rewires the brain,
but that doesn’t mean you are powerless. Anyone CAN quit if they put their mind to it. That means no
more saying things like: “I want to” or “I should quit”. Even saying “I hope to” isn’t good enough here. You
have to actually say to yourself “I am going to quit.” You need to want it and to believe it is going to
happen.

This also means no more saying:

I hope I don’t relapse

I hope I don’t mess up
Quitting would be nice
I hope I get through next week
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And instead, start saying things like:

I don’t have to relapse

I will reach my goal
I AM going to quit
It may be difficult, but I WILL get through it.

Keep your reasons in a highly visible place, repeat them to yourself often, meditate on them, and
remember to visualize yourself succeeding!

10. Create A Game Plan
Before jumping into commitments and goals, you need to establish a plan. Why? Because without a plan,
you’re setting yourself up for failure. Would go into battle without a strategy or play a team-sport without a
game plan? Of course not! So let’s look at the components of a good no-nut plan:

An exit strategy
Correctly set goals
A way to take care of yourself
A list of distraction activities
People you can connect with

Accountability/ support person
Remove/block possible triggers
Time for meditation/ introspection
Awareness of other relevant lifestyle
changes for your success

We will talk about each of these individually in the following sections. But make sure you give time to
each!

11. Set Reasonable Goals, And Never Break Them
Most of the time, relapse comes in the form of “changing your mind”, so instead of a traditional goal, I
prefer setting re-evaluation dates. A revaluation day is different from a normal goal because it restricts
your “decision making” to a specific time and day. Get to that day/time and you can decide to quit, BUT
NOT BEFORE. The rule here is that you simply cannot change your mind about your goal until the
reevaluation day. This will increase your discipline and keep you focused, while still giving you the “option”
to change your mind in the future if needed, but only AFTER you reach a goal. To set this type of goal,
you might say to yourself:

I will not change my mind until (date) __________________. However, when I reach my
Re-Evaluation Day, I can decide if I want to continue or quit.

I use this technique constantly in my day-to-day life. It works wonders in preventing premature quitting! Be
sure to always set a reachable goal though. Getting burnt out or overwhelmed is the quickest route to
failure. Set a goal that pushes you, but that you feel comfortable committing to, and be sure it is specific
and well documented. Then, whatever you do, don’t give in or change your mind until the end. Even if you
do change your mind and decide to quit, seeing the goal all the way through is still an important sacrifice
worth making for your relationship with yourself, your confidence, and building discipline.
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12. Remove Triggers
In order to be effective, you’re also going to have to cut out triggers wherever possible. Triggers can be
any person, place, thing, thought, behavior, or activity that prompts you to crave or think about your
addiction. Triggers can be external or internal and it’s important to learn to identify which ones affect you.
Triggers may be social media, apps, movies, TV shows, and even friends that are influencing your
addiction or hindering  you from reaching your goals. If anything is bringing you down, and you know it,
set a date, make a goal, hype yourself up and say goodbye. The sacrifice may be hard initially, but the
benefits will outweigh the loss.

13. Accountability & Consequences
Consequences and accountability partners can be extremely helpful in completing this challenge. One of
the most ingenuitive, personal strategies for overcoming PMO I’ve heard was created by a friend I was
coaching. One day he came to me and said: “Heather, I’m going to pay you $5 if I masturbate and $10 if I
watch porn. I know it will be too embarrassing for me to tell you and I’m too broke to pay you. I always
keep my word though, so I won’t have any choice.” After several months, he relapsed on masturbation
only once, and that was it. The accountability and the consequence he established outweighed his urges
to give up.

Keep the following in mind when establishing your own systems of accountability and consequence:

When looking for an accountability partner, look for someone who:
● WiIl be honest and tough
● WiIl love you unconditionally and won’t be ashamed of you
● Who won’t be emotionally hurt by your relapse or take it personally in any way
● Will be available to give you attention in critical moments (not someone that’s hard to get a hold

of).
When establishing consequences for yourself:

● Make sure they do not deprive you of self care
● They do not hurt you or anyone else
● They don’t lead to self-shaming

14. Re-Rewiring Your Brain
People say “porn and other addictions rewire your brain,” but they don’t always explain how it happens or
what to do about it. This is my way of explaining it. When you train a dog, there are three basic steps:
trigger, action, and reward. First, you give it a command and then if it obeys the command, you give it a
treat which makes it happy. It’s the same for addiction. When you feel an urge or see a trigger and act on
it (or PMO), you get a “reward” of dopamine. The process of re-rewiring is the same. When you
experience a trigger, you perform a new action to get a new reward. Thus establishing better habits
through positive experiences.
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Now, let’s look at this in terms of a porn addiction. When one experiences a physical urge or comes
across a trigger, there is a moment of choice: give in or do something else. When you choose a new
action (ie. going to the gym) followed by a new reward (ie. a shake afterwards), you begin to rewire the
addiction and your response to those triggers.

15. Rewards & Self-Care
Now, a lot of people suggest you “find a distraction to take your mind off urges”. This strategy can work at
times, but it’s not totally effective. The reason distraction alone often fails is because it’s missing the final,
and key step–the reward. If a person simply pushes through urges by staying busy with work, for
example, it could lead to serious burnout or a binge down the road. What they actually need after a long
day is not more work, but rather a relaxing and comforting reward. They need to take care of themselves,
not push harder.
Rewards are an integral part of life that motivate us and make us happy. When I ask an alcoholic, for
instance: what do you do when you’re happy? They often say “I like to drink”. Or “What do you do when
you’re sad?” and they will likely respond “I like to drink.”. That’s because drinking has become their
primary reward system and they have developed a toxic dependency on it.

In some cases the reward you choose can be the distraction or it can come after, but the reward is critical.

Time to Create Your Plan:

Here are a few suggestions for distractions:

● Get out of the house
● Bake/cook
● Baby yourself at home
● Do a physical activity
● Go Outside
● Do a project
● Clean out a closet
● Art
● Walk/run
● Gym (or not gym depending on you)
● Clean Comedy
● Learn a new skill or hobby

● Puzzle/ game
● Cold shower
● Yoga
● Meditation and breathing
● Exercise
● Dance
● Stretching
● Sleep (or light sleeping aid)
● Talk to someone
● Work
● Service / charity

Examples of rewards:

● Simple pleasures such as:
○ Food
○ Desert
○ Takeout
○ A game
○ A special TV show
○ A comedy video

● Buying yourself something nice
● Planning a special trip or outing
● Taking yourself on a date
● Going on a hike or spending time in

nature
● Doing something new
● Changing your routine to make it fun
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● Allowing yourself to do something you
normally hold back from

● “Give” yourself extra time or money to
do something special

● Take a day or evening off

● Natural benefits such as better health or
relationships may also begin to take
place of “rewards” as you get more
excited about them.

Obviously any of these can also become an unhealthy addiction on their own, so it is your responsibility to
choose healthy rewards wisely. Temperance, the opposite of indulgence, is the virtue of balance.

Now, try creating a few alternatives for when you experience triggers. Keep in mind you’ll want to have
different options for different times. “Working” or “going for a run” isn’t exactly practical at midnight so you
need to have a few options for different times. Write down a few ideas of distractions and rewards that
could work for you:

When you’re tired at night or first waking up:

Distraction activity: ____________________________________________________________

Reward: ____________________________________________________________________

When you’re at home:

Distraction activity: ____________________________________________________________

Reward: ____________________________________________________________________

When you’re away from home:

Distraction activity: ____________________________________________________________

Reward: ____________________________________________________________________

BEHIND THE URGES

16. Finding The Deeper Need
If urges have one benefit, it’s that they’re really, really good at indicating our unconscious needs.

You may be familiar with pregnancy food cravings. During pregnancy a woman can develop intense
cravings for unusual foods and even non food items! The science behind pregnancy cravings says that
it’s the body's way of searching for specific nutrients necessary for the development of the fetus. Even
craving unhealthy foods such as chocolate cake may indicate specific nutrient deficiencies such as
vitamin K, iron, and folate which happen to be high in chocolate cake. Sexual urges often work in the
same way in that they indicate we have unmet needs. Instead of gorging on “chocolate cake” or PMO, try
to identify the deeper need behind it. Find the need and you can replace it with a healthier alternative.
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Now, most people call “sex” the need itself. I disagree. There are two primary sources of sexual urges.
The first one is a deep love and desire to be intimate with someone you love and care for. If you have
never experienced this, it's a feeling of deep love for the soul of that person, far above simply wanting
them. The next trigger of sexual urges is a need or brokenness. This is where the majority of casual
sexual urges originate. The deeper need there may be something you’re chasing like a rush or validation,
or it may be something you are running from like stress or guilt.

Whenever you experience urges, if they are not love based, try to identify the deeper need using the chart
on the following page.
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Identifying Your Real Needs

Need / in Want (Chasing) Escape (Running From) Healthy Solutions

Affirmation, validation, or
recognition

Insecurity Cultivate self-confidence & sexual
wholeness; be what you need; love
yourself

Reassurance, security Fears Self-assurance

Happiness, healing Pain Cultivate a feeling of “wholeness” by
focusing on the present moment

Control Lack of control Cultivate a strong feeling of  personal
control and opportunity; establish a
space of structure and routine

To let go, let loose Too much responsibility Cultivating a spontaneous or free
space without decisions

Feelings, pleasure, high Current physical
experience

Contentment; experiencing the
moment

Release Hormones, urges Experience them; learn to co-exist with
yourself; find meaning in them

Excitement Depression Pursue balance, contentment, be okay
with your natural cycles of highs and
lows

Confidence, peace of mind God, your conscience Identify what needs to change and take
ownership

Freedom,  individuality,
expression

Control, judgment A place to express your interests and
personality such as art or hobby

Rest, peace Stress Find balance; self-care; meditation;
take a break

To be appreciated; enjoyed Feeling useless or
meaningless

Sexually validate yourself; appreciate
yourself; search for deeper meaning
and worth in your life beyond sexuality
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MENTAL URGES/TRIGGERS TOOLBOX

17. Recurring Negative Thoughts
Recurring negative thoughts are the unwanted thoughts of insecurity, fear, frustrations, fantasies, or
memories that plague us all throughout the day. They are the thoughts that seem to be there even though
we don’t want them there and they keep coming back.

You’ve probably heard of Newton’s Second Law of Thermodynamics that goes something like: without
added input, everything moves towards entropy, chaos and deterioration (Science majors, please don’t
come after me. It’s the concept here that matters). Our brains are no different. Without positive input, our
thoughts also tend to spiral out of control. It happens to everyone. As humans, we all suffer recurring
negative thoughts of some sort whether they’re insecurities, fears, temptations, frustrations, etc.. In order
to prevent and recover from these negative mental cycles, though, we have to learn to replace these
negative thoughts with more positive, helpful, and motivating ones, and do so consistently.

The following two activities will help you understand and correct these thoughts.

#1: The first step is identifying the source of these thoughts. Is it a specific trigger? Is it a pattern of
thought? What came before the negative thought? Use the chart below or copy into your journal.

Ex. Negative Thought: I’m no good. Trigger: A thought of an ex.

Negative Thought Trigger or Trigger Thought

#2: The next step is to actively choose better thoughts. Remember the Second Law of
Thermodynamics we discussed? If you are not consciously choosing positivity, your brain will always slip
into the negative. In order for you to be successful, it’s important that you learn to dismiss negative
thoughts and replace them with more motivating ones.

Ex. Negative Thought: I’ll never be able to quit. Positive Counter Thought: People quit everyday;
the choice is mine. I will stay in the fight and make it happen.

Ex. Negative Thought: Relapse won’t hurt. Truth: It will hurt me in many ways including my
confidence, my health, my relationships, and my goals

Negative Thought Positive Counter Thought
or Truth Behind the Lie
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18. Edging: Stop teasing yourself
All change starts with a change in your thinking. Edging and fantasizing are dangerous habits that keep
you from progressing, healing, and reaching your goals. It is only when you change these thoughts that
you truly begin to change your life.

Think back to your reasons for a minute. Why are you quitting? What are the benefits? Who is it that you
want to be? Now ask yourself:

● Do I spend more time thinking about my new habits or my old ones?
● Do I spend more time in fantasy of relapse or visualization of success?

Think of how rude it would be if a friend, knowing about your goals, decided to incessantly pressure you
into relapse. Likewise, it’s really critical that you don’t engage in teasing yourself. When you tease
yourself, you are not only risking relapse, but also increasing your feelings of stress and longing. Are your
thoughts realistic? Are they fair? Are they productive or are you wasting valuable mental energy? If not,
change them!

19. Stay in Reality
Another critical mental practice is staying in reality. The present is all that truly exists and it’s the only
place you can ever be truly happy. When we let our thoughts wander to illusion, whether in positive or
negative fantasies, we leave the present. Though it may bring pleasure in the moment, dwelling on these
thoughts is only teasing yourself. Rather than fantasizing on situations you wish would happen, try
focusing on the moment and what you can actually create for yourself now.

It is important, however, to distinguish fantasy from visualization as described before. Visualization, or
manifestation, is a powerful tool for success. It is a belief in what can be achieved and the purposeful,
mindful practice of attracting it. Fantasy, on the other hand, is usually a distraction, not founded on real
goals, and can lead to false expectations. Whenever we escape to fantasy, we always return grieving. It's
a world that doesn’t exist and likely never will. However, by focusing deeply on the present and the real
goals you are working towards, you will be happier and more successful.

20. Dealing With Lust
Lust is typically defined as a feeling of longing or “wanting someone” or something, particularly in a sexual
way. With raging hormones, living in a hyper-sexualized world, it can be extremely difficult to manage
those thoughts. Left unbridled, however, they can destroy us from the inside out. It starts in your thoughts,
but soon you may feel a burning in your chest, arousal in your pants, your breathing changes and your
arms and legs become weak. This unsatisfying, partial arousal can then lead to all sorts of frustration,
insecurity, anger, resentment, self-hate, and bad decisions.

Conquering lust is a battle of the heart and mind that requires great self-discipline and long-term changes.
Start by exploring the following questions:
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● Where does lust come from? An emptiness? A hunger? The impulse to conquer? Or perhaps
rebelliousness?

● What does lust feel like? What do you get out of it? Dig deep and figure out why you fall into
those thoughts.

● What beliefs do you have about lust? Do you believe it is normal and healthy or wrong? What
social influences have shaped your beliefs? What do you believe personally?

● Is lust something you allow or is it something that happens to you?

Another great way to deal with lust is to focus on the character qualities of a person versus their
appearance. If you’re a single person and you’re looking for a potential partner, what qualities matter most
to you? And what can you do to find a person with those qualities? Write down your answers to the
following:

● What qualities are you looking for in a potential partner? What qualities matter most to you?
● What does it mean to value others?
● What does respect mean?
● A lot of women (and men) use and display their bodies in sexually inappropriate ways. How can

you help others develop greater self-respect?
● What is real love? Where does it come from? And how do you develop it?
● How can you develop charity or real love for those who may even be triggers?

21. Other Mental Tools:
Find the need that’s triggering the urges
Meditate on the present and find
contentment
Thought clearing meditations
Write in a gratitude journal
Talk to a friend
Distractions like clean comedy or a
game

Visualize your goals
Visualize the future you want to have
Service / Charity
Prayer / Worship / or other spiritual
activity
Other distraction activities

PHYSICAL URGES TOOLBOX

22. Feeling “Sexually Charged”
Oftentimes, sexual urges come as an excess of energy due to increased testosterone. One way you can
settle your hormones when feeling “sexually charged” or energized is to engage in a physical activity.
Activities such as running, weightlifting, yoga, boxing, or yard work will usually help if not relieve the urges
altogether. One of the worst mistakes you can make, though, is choosing to simply “suffer through” them
rather than taking care of yourself in a healthy way.
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It’s also important to remember to do what works for you. I coach a lot of guys who enjoy going to the gym
and even lift harder on their peak days. For others though, the gym is a trigger and they have to avoid it
on peak days. There’s no right or wrong choice here except you need to do what works for you. If one
activity is not helping, simply try something else until you find one that does. Here are a few more
suggestions:

● Do a physical activity
● Go Outside
● Do a project
● Clean out a closet
● Walk/run
● Gym
● Cold shower

● Yoga
● Exercise
● Dance
● Stretching
● Sleep (or sleeping aid)
● Talk to someone (distraction)
● Fishing/ Hiking

23. Physical Contentment
Another strategy to deal with urges is to practice finding peace and contentment within your body. Our
brains are programmed to regard urges as a beginning to be acted upon, but if you are practicing
abstinence, urges are the end. That’s as far as you go. Fantasizing will leave you feeling frustrated or
push you closer to giving in, but if you see them as an end in and of themselves, you will be less likely to
feel the need to act on them.

Finding sexual contentment during seasons of abstinence does not mean denying your sexual nature, but
rather taking a rain check on the full experience. Sexuality is a deeply personal form of self-expression
and an integral part of who you are. Trying to eliminate that part of you is damaging and isn’t necessary
for your abstinence. Rather than feeling frustrated or giving in to urges, choose to be at peace. Choose to
settle your mind and heart. That way, you can experience the urges for what they are without perpetuating
them or feeling guilty. Allow them to exist, to pass through you, and to fade away. It’s okay to want those
things, but it is not okay to act on them or to tease yourself. Healthy abstinence is not choking out your
sexuality, but taming it.

IN CONCLUSION
I honestly hope these tips help, that you have an incredible and life changing experience with this

challenge, and that you reach your goals!. Fight the Beast is an educational organization and movement
helping individuals and communities overcome addiction, specifically sexual addiction. If you find yourself
still struggling or would like to talk through a personal plan for long-term recovery, you may want to check

out our coaching program! Addiction can be a serious struggle but with the right resources and help
ANYBODY can get through it! You deserve freedom.

Thanks again for joining Fight The Beast! When you change yourself, you change the world!
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30 Day Calendar
D = Date  |  R = Rate how hard the day was on a scale of 1-10  |  S = Symptoms experienced

Also, be sure to mark your cycle days! Depending on what you start, be sure to indicate day 5, 6, and 7
from your last ejaculation
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